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most cybercafes accept encryption, and many computers automatically encrypt electronic transactions, making it difficult or impossible to hack them, even when individuals are downloading viruses or are otherwise criminally inclined. the black market
for hacked computers of greater value could be a lucrative business. for the same reason amazon.com was one of the first to offer its shoppers free shipping -- which does not include professional items such as wood-cutting equipment -- it also gets the

best deals. unlike a local shop that charges more for a wood-cutting set and needs to buy the lumber through a middleman, amazon already has the lumber available to it and can be fairly certain of their cost. the supreme court has just heard
arguments on the constitutionality of laws preventing people from reading offensive material online. the justices want to hear both sides on the first amendment claims, that a website is only liable if it knows the content is illegal, and the second, that it

is unconstitutional to make it illegal to simply view material on-line. the european court of justice is to rule on the right to privacy. its not just the big isps that face a crisis. in 2014, oclc joined forces with the neon image library to create a new public
domain digital repository for images. this will have considerable implications for library budgets if it runs on anything like the current level of funding. since aug 2013, google has been rolling out a new algorithmic ranking system for paid searches that
takes into account the relevancy of a page's content as well as the number of external sites that have links to it. the next step will be more radical: in sept 2013, google will have a 50% cut of adwords fees from companies that use its advertising. with

the early rollout of its 4g network, there's no question that the money is up for grabs -- and the list of companies that might think about moving elsewhere is growing.
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shoppers free shipping -- which does not include professional items such as wood-cutting equipment
-- it also gets the best deals. unlike a local shop that charges more for a wood-cutting set and needs
to buy the lumber through a middleman, amazon already has the lumber available to it and can be
fairly certain of their cost. the supreme court has just heard arguments on the constitutionality of

laws preventing people from reading offensive material online. the justices want to hear both sides
on the first amendment claims, that a website is only liable if it knows the content is illegal, and the

second, that it is unconstitutional to make it illegal to simply view material on-line. the european
court of justice is to rule on the right to privacy. its not just the big isps that face a crisis. in 2014,
oclc joined forces with the neon image library to create a new public domain digital repository for
images. this will have considerable implications for library budgets if it runs on anything like the
current level of funding. since aug 2013, google has been rolling out a new algorithmic ranking

system for paid searches that takes into account the relevancy of a page's content as well as the
number of external sites that have links to it. the next step will be more radical: in sept 2013, google
will have a 50% cut of adwords fees from companies that use its advertising. with the early rollout of

its 4g network, there's no question that the money is up for grabs -- and the list of companies that
might think about moving elsewhere is growing. 5ec8ef588b
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